
Dialectic Heretic
Now there is either Evolution itself in the sense of whatever survives survived for no other reason than 
by chance it best fit what was needed because an event occurred natural or unnatural where the human 
species had to decide to consciously using causal abstractions and forms over a period of causal time 
entropic conditions as an arrow of time therefore to fight a Justified War to re-establish equilibrium in 
essence such a society would be Utilitarian Pacifist or to choose revolution which under conditions 
which would allow it either armed insurrection to restore the same.

Usually such a Justified War depends upon the predominating ideal at the time. A people are unified 
under a strong leader and tied by bonds of kulture or kultus to create what it considers the ideal society 
in terms of aesthetics, schools of philosophy or ways of thought, political system, ethos and so on and 
so forth. It is initially created as a result of krieg or kampf ie under natural or unnatural conditions 
either as a result of human action or human error or twist of fate for that civilization often considered 
based on objective truth which does not always reflect reality. The actions are considered necessary and
collectively as a whole good for everybody -- what is best for you is best for me is best for society. 
However this whole does not often tend to come from a tangible real concept but an idea or ideals 
enacted into motion somehow or another by a leader who arises and captures or motivates the hearts of 
the people through actions, deeds, words, or speeches. Primarily through history it seems to be 
speeches with a magnum opus. As a result of this there often arises a sworn enemy which is seen as the 
cause of why they cannot have said civilization which had engineered somehow intentionally or 
unintentionally what was what they considered good for the collective whole. Once established they 
can maintain the homo stasis ie a state of Wu wei or Zen. Until over periods of causal time there is a 
shift to what people think would be ideal somehow or another based on either historical events or art 
forms such as music, movies, etc. in other words the hearts and minds of the people have shifted to 
something abstract or ideal. This usually happens as the wealthier get wealthier and consume more and 
more resources for themselves at the expense of the majority of the population. Or otherwise enact 
stricter and stricter laws until the rights of a person to have individual will is stripped. For examples in 
literature see either A Brave New World or 1984. Another nation-state could attack, invade or infiltrate 
or subvert.

The ethos of a nation-state depends upon many factors. However, primarily today we see the “might is 
right” -- predatory, need for “blood and soil” ie capturing other smaller nations either believed to 
belong or have belonged to the aggressor originally or otherwise, and the ethos of the people. Which is 
often today White Hordes of Homo Hubris who based on some causal abstraction such as what they 
believe is personal honor enforce tyrannically, vulgarly or much like a bully their own system upon 
others usually online and always anonymously. That is to say primarily they are acting patriarchal and 
un-empathetic. 

The truly evolved decision making process comes from repeated hard experiences and hardships in life 
either by design or cruel fate which are tempered in the fire and steel of the will to survive and triumph 
no matter what in pursuit of what they believe to be the (often nonexistent) idealized form of 
themselves or how they ought to be or what someone they highly respected who had experienced and 



lived a similar life real or imagined. Often in this pursuit of perfection there seems to be an individual 
destiny they want to accomplish but fate can intercede and partially or fully crush this. However, once 
wyrde is realized they can see for themselves certain things and ultimately avoid the treads of fate as 
they are outside of causal time unlike those who often try to cease or provide dialectic often out of a 
sense of malice, paranoia, aggression, or what they think it ought to be.

Once a certain stage is reached where things are known as they are. That causal abstractions do not 
really exist and in the cosmic scope of things are irrelevant. Can either work to achieve or did achieve 
at least temporarily a nirvana state. Being above time. Or they can use sometimes between being above 
time or being within time to be against time -- ie using a destructive force for what they perceive as 
good but know to be neither good nor bad or to enact destruction just for destruction as some way of 
either creating ultimately or having to necessarily or otherwise sow the seeds of chaos. Usually chaos is
to by causing conflict or downfall force what they perceive as evolution upwards or for the collective 
whole or natural balance etc.

Beyond this stage there is being outside of time. And free from the influences of these sorts of energies 
and ideals upon you. Ultimately if you become a God then you destroy or create for reasons “beyond 
human comprehension”. And existing eventually solely within the acausal realm of the Dark Gods. 
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